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That present grading practices are inadequate to
their intended. tasks, grading purposes as well as pfactices require
examinations, and-the social and. educational effects of.grading. have.
been too long neglected are the basic axioms of educational reporters
and' academic professionals. This paper focuses on the problem of
grade, inflation, its causes and results. Included is a brief
historical sketch of the evolution of grading aystems'in this country,
along with.a discussion of current grading.options', ways of measuring.
student achievement and the uses to which grades are put by the
university. and society. Whether the reinstatement of conventional .

(A-F) grading and the insistence on rigorous enforcement of standards
by institution are- possible or desirable are questioned. It is
suggesied that the growing belief that learning ia independent of
evaluation' has profound' consequences and could be the idea around
which fUture grading systems will revolve. (Author)
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"THE TROUBLE WITH'GRADING IS . . ."
William V. Mayville

.

In a 1971 study of college grading practices, Jonathan. Warren
warned the reader of certain "biases' on his part namely, present
grading practices are inadequate to their intended tasks; grading
purposes as well as practices require examination; and the social
and educaponal effects of grading should not be neglected any
longer (Warren 1911, p.1). In 1975, these "biases" are the basic
axioms of educational reporters and academic professionals,
who readily acknowledge: that grading issues have not been sys-

...ternatially dealt with. ..,

By way of a sampling, one author in a recent opinion piece
asseverated that "Unless the corruption of the prebent rSding
system is changed, unless some kind of meaningful system of

Thymbotsferdifferentiati-CTeve!s of ability can be restored, the
-Colleges will simply forfeit this imbOrtant-functien4White1 975,
p. 24). Another critic of current grading practices comments with
equal earnestness that

Dismissal rates [for academic insufficiencies] have gone
down at the same time that initial quality of students has
gonp down. In this manner, the university or college passes
on its product to the graduate or professional schogitet
the graduate school do the sorting and sifting.' It is time to

-ask how long this fraud and illusion shall be continued
(Moulds-1974, p. 502).

Such cbmmentaries testify to the sense of longing for a solution
to problems that seein-inherent tattle process of evaluation. This
study will consider how grading Systems evolved in this country
and how this evolution relates to thechanging meaning of grades
to the student, the teacher, profeSsional end graduate schools, _

and society.

GRADE INFLATION

The most recent expression of concern over proper student
evaluation is embodied in the phrase "grade inflation," meaning
students nationwide are beihg awarded higher grades than ever
before. This claim has gained public notoriety by being reported
iri vvidely circulated news magazines in a manner which gives to

,
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"grade inflation" an aura of public scandal. Some educational,
analysts believe this is 'an irresponsible and oversimplified ver-,
sionof the true state of things.

On the surface there does appear to be cause for alarm about,
current methods of student evaluation. The July 1, 1974, issued -'
Newsweek indicated that in 1961 one-half of the seniors at Har-
vard graduated with honors,.while in July1974 more than 82
percent graduated cum laude or better. Also the dean's list at the,
University of Virginia included 53 percent of the student body
1973 compared with 2r-percent in-1965. And the average college
grade is now B. An article in the November 11,1.974, issue of
Time magazine indicates that Stanford's undergraduate grade-
point averages ha-VA-Minified to 3.5+. Tittle also reported that at
American University 75 percent of all grades in spring of 1974
were-A's-or-Bla-which led an-undergraduate/clean to ask-fer .

faculty inquiry (p. 66). .

Grade inflation Seems to carry with it the accumulated frustra-.
tiondpotheiticulated and surpressed, of students and their
teachers over'w-ffatcunStTtutea-a:Va.1ids_taternent Of stUderit
achievement in any particular course;Some commet0iprs have
Suggested it reflects a sense of cynicism on the part-6frariP44'e
professors about the meaning of the grade they assign as well ak
denoting a fundamental shift in attitude among the professoriate
and in society about what grades do or should measure. in the
view of one writer faculty. members have lost confidence in the
value of what they are doing and are therefore unwilling to rrige
rigorous judgments of whether studentS have mastered their sub-
jects (Scully 1975, p. 1).

According to Newsweek (July 1, 1974, p. 50) mosteduOators
locate the roots of grade inflation in the disaffection with tradi-
tional marking that hit academe during the "tumultubus" 60's. The .

reason given isthat professors became More lenient in their grad-
ing during the Vietnam era to keep undergraduates from being
drafted and sent to war in Southeast Asia. Another reason put
fdrward is the adoption of pass-fail grading systems, whereby .
'students could choose.traditional grades, neutral evaluations, or
Luih, klscF many sohouls dropped the use ofmarksitke-Tetand
"F'''t.hatsignified substandard performance.

The perplexity over the nature Of:undergraduate evalu'ation is
compounded he-cerise graduateschools place great reliance on
the undergraduategrade-pointaverage as. a valid predictor of
graduate or professional School success. Now graduate achool
admissioh.personnel are confronted by a plethora of applicants
with impressive cumulative grade-point-averages. Because un -.
dergraduate grades are so high, graduate Schools are "pismiss-
ing transcripts as, plainly misleading and are c6ricentrating in-
stead on test scores." One analyst comments that turhingte
sorting and selecting function over to'national testing agendies.
would afford some clear advahtages, since "the c4ity and reli-
ability of scores contrast sharply with the confusion of
course grades . ." (White 1975,:p. 24). However, thig writer goes
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on to say that "college fa.culties remain the best Means for sorting
and selecting that we have With all their flaws, the colleges still
offer the best and most flexible route of advancement for merit"
(White 1975, p. 24).

HISTORICAL VARIATION OF GRADING FORMATS

';To gain a perspective on the issue of grade inflation it is neces-
sary toreview past approaches to student evaluation. The firSt)

grading systems in America Were descriptive, with comments on
the character of the student. placed alongside comments on the
students intellectual worthiness. After 1800 a variety of grading
scales came into existence. &temples ofthese scales are 1-4 at
Yale in 1813, 1-20 at Harvard in 1830, and a scale of 100 at
Harvard in 1877.

A radical departure from this approach took place at the Uni-
versity of Michigan in 185t There a student either clicror did not
pass course work and in 1852 a plus mark was the only sign used
to indicate a student had passed. If a student failed-there were
degrees of failure (conditional. incomplete). Also, there was
strong sentiment that the emphasis on superior attainment and
merit of one student over another was neither desirable nor
democratic (Smallwood 1935, p. 83).

The first letter grade notation appeared in one reference to a
student having a mark of t." which occurred at HarVardln 1883.-
By.1895 Harvard had adopted a scale of merit that employed the
terms 'Failed," "Passed," or:Passed with Distinction." These ex-

.
pressions were qualified by a plus or minus sign (Smallwood
1935, p. 43). However, after 1900 there was much dissatisfaction
with the plenitude of methods used to evaltiete students. Accord-
ing to Smallwood, educators in this country, in an effort to deter-
mine normative judgMents of student ability, "indulged in an orgy
of new attempts to evaluate mental ability ... which took the form
of elaborate testing programs followed by still more. complicated
systems for recording the results of these tests" (Smallwood 1935.
preface). This telescoping of some of the varieties of grading
systems and the, resultant move in the direction of external exami-
nations would-suggest:the contemporary-search for ways to accu-
rately reflect student achievement has antecedents deep in -'
American educational history.

GRADING OPTIONS AND THE USES OF GRADES

Many writers believe that changes ibgrading systems are re-
latedidirectly.to changes in tLa curriculum: In Smallwood's view
the reason for the great variety of grading scales in the past was
notinly due to "clissatistectibeiiiith their Pffinipnry'" but also was
"due to Change in the curriculum; chief among these beir g the
gradual growth of the eleCtive system'.jSmallwood 1935,.p, 47).
With a profusion of new courses being offered, ideas of accept-
able aChieveMent might vary widely from course to which
would suggest disparity ingrading methods.

Even though the elebtive,system is now firmly in place in the
-traditional liberal arts curriculum, this Stability has-not engen-
dered uniformity of grading,.'Passifail grading, when in vogue in
the recent past, was intended to permit students to minimize risk
when taking electives to encourage exploration outside their
major field. However, becauSe of the need for a high grade, ac-
cording to Scully, students' exploration-outside known areas of
competency is sharply curtailed, and when that happens, the
broadening or liberating effects of liberal arts education are seri-
ously jeopardized!' (Scully 1975, p. 1): In a recent article on the
pass/fail grading option, Philip Myerson. dean of New York
University's College of Arts and Sciences is quoted. as saying

stud arils' use the system-primarily to protect their averages; on
campuses where passifail grades are optional (usually for one
sub,ect a sere er), students often reserve them fOr difficult
covses. And ere is skepticism about the positive effect of
pass/fail on otivation and learning. In the same article, a Stan-
ford philo§., phy professor notes-t1 iat "there is a great temptation
for abrighkstudent in abass/fail course not to do'any work and .

g0 away Ith it (Time, Feb. 4, 1974, p. 66).
. In a stud done at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Uni-.

versity it w s determined that students who elected the pass/fail
option performed better in quarterly grade average than Of-ier.
students, The total percentage of courses elected for pass /fail
grading at V.P.I. is small at 3.3 p rcent. This sa'rrie study cites
extensive surveys at Princeton .a the University of Southern It-

linois that indicatestudents show some - falloff in motivation in
passtfail courses and possibly 1 arn somewhat less. Although
students who have the pass/fail tion do take a few_ additional
courses they might not have taken otherwise,. the willingness to -.

explore new areas is not guaranteed by pass/fail grading .

(Delohery and McLaughlin 1971). .

in a later study at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point on
. .

pass/no pass, the investigators concluded that this option pro--
duces lower quality scholarship, affects the-grade-pointaverage
integ-rity,.and causes students totake_more_cours.esr.per.s.ernester..,
Also, this option lowered rather than raised. student motivation (An
Ei./Iruation 1973).

At the University of Alberta in Ethnonton, a study was under-
taken on their passtfail system MCI much the same negative cor-
relations of the other studies cites here: However, the author con-
cluded that despite the evidence. he would not recommend aban- .

cloning nontraditionalgrading becouse.(1) it is too early in the ..
minnovational development to easure the real i mpact on the stu-

dent, and (2) the nontraditional grading may do more to foster a'

lifetime.of learning attitude (Otto 1972).
Two issues spring from the foreg-oing discussion-of the passifail

option. One is the negative effect of this option on motivation. The
other has to dOwith the intrinsic, long-term Value of a gl'ading
system on the student's interest in learning beyond the under-
gradbate orgraduate/professionatschool degree.'

On the matter of motivation there seems to be contradictory
opinion about whether traditional grades (A to F) do motivate all
studenisto learn..For example, one study indicates that students
with competitiVe and manipulative persbnality styles significantly
prefer interpersonal comparison with their peers This suggests
that students who.are more passive may doless well in a highly
competitive-oavi-panment with grades noahe reward for achieve-
ment (Levin 1973; pp. 67-72). A questionnaire survey at the Uni-

versity of Indiana indicated that students understand what they
must do to get a grade and both' studenfs and faculty believe
grades are motivators (males more than females) (Doerann.
George et-al. 1974, p. 4-5, 8-9). Yet an earlier study at the Univer-
sity of California. at Berkeley'Suggested that the grading system
be changed because; among other reasons, grading failed to
stimulate students to learn (Miller 1965).

In relation to intrinsic, long-term value of "traditional" grades,
the Berkeley study found that the wayin which the grading system
encourages a kind of competition is alien to the real purposes of

university education' and distourages the development of intrin-
sic and lasting intellectual interests of self-definition and evalua-
tion (Miller 1975)..TrifsSarrie theme is sounded by Murphy and
Raushenbush, who comment that "in a university environment



-where competition -for high marks is taken for granted as a means
of achieving intellectual distinction; of winning scholarship
awards, and gaining social prestige, the full intellectual de-
velopment of thestudent is likely to be inhibited" (Murphy and
Raushenbush 1960; p. 14). Th&authors conclude that "a college
which lookscarefullyinto the effects of its own requirements on its
students and is concerned for the developrrient of an integrity of
interest in ideas and intellectual development will seek means

---otherythan the conventional grading system" (Murphy and .

Raushenbush 1.960, p729):--.--

MEASURING STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
_ .

Smallwood (1935) suggests that grades originated in an at-
tempt to express to thoSe who had been examined the professors
idea of their achievement (p. 107). in her view; during the last 300
years students at institutions of higher learning have "more or less
placidly accepted the subjective character of thebpinicins ex-
pressed concerning.thei;. intellectual ability" (Smallwood 1935,
preface). But during these same years faculty became greatly
discontented with the methods used to evaluate their students.
This discontent spawned a myriad of grading combinations that
exist to the present day..

In the past awes the faculty who were aroused- to change'
grading procedures. Now the Students are concerned becauSe
their future careers are at stage. This has prompted a shift in
emphaSis to learner-centeyedsrather than teacher-centered evalu-
ation. Whether this shift will make it any easier for students to gain
access to careers of they 'choice is-debatable In former times it
seems to have been take for granted that pOtential careers would
not be jeopardized by a le than..supertativd grade-point aver-

age:In the 1970's this conclusion is corroborated by analytical .
surveys of careers of phytligians,lawyers, aid politicians. who
haye succeeded in their professions despite undistindyished
academic records.

Dawes Comments that the standard variable:. considered in.
selecting students for graduate sahoOl do not correlate well with
late!' measures of the success or attainments-of SE lected students.
(Dawes .1971; Willingham 1974). and in'vestigatbr
(Morton 1971, 1.972) who proposes the aba.'idonment of the
Graduate RecrA Examination. Dawes also develops the thesis
that "the variables for r dmitting students to graduate school must
have 114,iv correlations with future measures of the success of these
Students:" becauSe.of the adjustment of the variables (grades
versus.test scores} by each individual school or departmeip to
suit whatever is considered the best formula to satisfy its educe-
.,t,ional purPoses (Dawes 1975, pp. 721 -723). The dilemma Of who
dliguld be admitted still persists. With the tremendous number of.
'students wanting to establish careers in prestigious and well pay-
ing fields, professional and graduate schools.seerilingly must rely
on statistical- indices of a student's intellectual promise. An imporr.
tant question to ask is what is being measured by these indices.

A 1974 study at Indiana University found that students believed
good grades did not accurately reflect their true achievement in a
course, while conversely faculty believed the grades they as-
signed were.a true assessment of student achievement (Doerann,,
Gedrge et at, 1974, p. 4-5, 42). This difference in perception is.
Crucial. One common view of student achievement is the re-
sponse a student makes to the fortal cntena established by the

"teacher at the beginning of a course. Good performance on an
examination given by the teacher is enough to satisfy many.who
do the evaluating in higher education of the suitability of the
grade to the level of achieverr1ent. Here the emphasis is on goal
setting by the teacher. with the students. intellectual needs being
reflected in the *fessors-idea of what the subject requires. The

- rationale for this is summarized by one profescir as- follows: "The._
matter of how well students have mastered their oWn..goals is of
interest, but, since students register for a given course for a vari!
ety of reasons, and considering that the instructor, by virtue of his
superior knowledge and experience, has the right to set course
goals, the suggestion that the instructor orient his evaluation
ward a certain student's goalsis quite dubious' (Moulds 1974.
p. 504).

However, even when the instructor sets the goals the consis-
tency of evaluation procedure is anything but assured..In a study
of freshmen EngliSh students atl-lofstra University, those students
who had demonstrated supeti'or\writing.ability on achievement
tests and in high school English courses were exempted from
English 1 and 2. At course completion there was no statistical
direrence in grade distribution of A to F when the "better' stu-
dents were exempted from the class. Since there was no signifi-
cant difference in th.e percentage of A's. and B's given before or
after the exemption, it is suggested that instructors. were using a
relative rather than an absolute standard in-theirdradind
tenstein 1971, p. 3). . .

The growth of new approaches to learning already has created
profound changein the idea of evaluatiOn that may or may not
allow the student intellectual freedom. For example, two psychol-
ogy courses, one an,underg rad ate, course in experimental
analysis of behavior, and the other an honors section and a night



/
class section of introductory psychology.. were involved in a pro-
gram designed, to result in the same "terminal performance" for
every student. With the exception of two students who received a'
"B," all other students received an "A" as their final grade. A
court e evaluation questiopnaire indicated that students under-
stood what was expected of them, felt their comprehension of the
subject matter was above average. and were motivated to take
other undergraduate psychology courses (ChapmarT71.971).,
.ipitlythis approach to learning, the yuestion of evaluationtakes

aidther dimension Here learning$as to do with.instilling a
desiLe to learn by use of a 'mastery" approach, The future use of
the.arned credit seems of. less inherent interest than the desire ol
the stUdent to Iparn.

CONCLUSIONS

The shift.from teacher-centered evaluation to student-centered
evaluation has resulted in a\multiplicity of grading formats that'
reflect the tremendous diversity of programs and constituencies
in American higher educaticin in the 1970's 'A part of this process
has been the devolution of venous grades-into one, simple forrn..
whicKrepresents mastery as, en achievableg.oal. and results in
the tendency to grant every student'art"A" or."Pass." This devolu-
tion is viewed by many as a corruption of the differentiating or
sorting-and-sifting function of educational institutions. In this re-

ard, there is 4concern on the'part of some that the meaning of
trades and degrees has been debased by attempts to respond to

the looming patterns of individual stt-dents.
The question is`whether the reinstatement of conventional (A to

r grades and an insistence on rigorous enforcement of "stan-
dards" by institutions nationwide is possible or desirable. The
belief that learning is independent Of evaluation has profound
consequences and could be the idea around which future grad-
ing systems will-revolve Just how undergraduate:. graduate. and
professional school admissions persOnnel will adjust to-this no-
tiorti-S a matter of great concern.Collins and-Nickel (19721) com-
ment that -"as competency -based education.becomes more wide-
Spread in higher education, it apnearsthatZgial modifica-
tions and changes in grading, recording, and averaging prac-
1Fees will come into being and that the traditional transcriptiGPA
approach will li3e mare of its historical meaning" (p. 10).

This seems to be happening, However, Whether the emerging
heterodox notions of how.students should be evaluated will gain
wide acceptance by those who teach in colleges and'uniVersities
is uncertain, What is certain is the need for a systematic examina-
tion-of the grading question from wh-Th clear guidelines can.be
drawn. Until this is accomplished the diverse student populations
Who. are it the process Of bring eduCated are in danger of being
poorly served in their desire fora higher education.

Someduestions to consider axe: Should there be a return to the
"traditional- system of 4-F, with guidelines across disciplines to
ensure maintenance of standards? Can disciplines with scholarly
tradition's that go back centuries accomthodale new learning
strategies and new evaluation methods? Can any system of --
evaluation encourage individual students to learn a given subject

'and, at the same time. accurately measure wh 3t students have
earned? And. if grades and test scores do not correlate well with
adult achievement. should something be done to identify and
build into evaluation mechanisms those variations that do predict
such achievement?*

*See Monday and Davi§,(1974) for a discussion of this topic.
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